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SOME NOTES

ON T H E STUDY

OF DIALECTAL

SYNTAX

1. Czech linguistics has turned its attention to a greater extent to the problems
of syntax. A whole number of methodological questions, which require immediate
solution, have been called forth by a deepened knowledge of syntax. The point
is to grasp the structure of a linquistic form even in syntactical work quite com
pletely, for otherwise syntax would become a more or less accidental "list" of
sentences.
All that is valid for dialectology as well. But the situation here is far more
intricate than with the studies of the standard language. Firstly, Czech dialectology
cannot boast of a long tradition and has so far achieved good results chiefly in
phonetics and morphology, the field of phonemics being represented by a com
paratively small number of studies. Secondly, when studying dialectal syntax,
we come up against a whole number of technical troubles, which make the work
with syntactical material considerably difficult.
*
Of course, however short the tradition of dialectological studies may be, it can claim some
success. Thus as early as in 1899 and 1900 J . Maloyany published in Casopis Matice moravske his Skladba ndfeii cisafovskeho, a work, in its time quite outstanding. Another step
forward were also the chapters on syntax contained in the dialectological monographs by
Adolf K ellner (Stramberske ndfeii, Brno 1939, V ychodolasskd ndfeii I, II, Brno 1946, 1949)
and in the studies written by his collaborators and pupils (the latest of them being Pr. Konecny's Ndfeii UrBc a okoli, Prague 1957). In these monographs, however, it is just the
syntactical section, in which the differential method has been applied without exception(only syntactical features differing from those of the standard language are being recorded),
although the remaining sections of grammar are based on a description of the dialectal
structure in question. Interesting results may soon be brought in by questionnaires, even if
they touch upon the syntactical problems only occasionally: for example the questionnaire
concerning the dialects of the Hana region covers only the absolute participle and the negative
genitive; the questionnaire concerning the Moravian-Slovak border region quotes the type
nasi stafiiek Hi, the negative genitive, and the absolute participle; the questionnaire con
cerning Lachian dialects asks about the type nasi stafiiek sli, about wish clauses introduced
by aby, at, ai, respectively, about the type spi ani zabity and about the construction ide do
suseda.

2. If we consider a dialect as a specific system embedded in the system of the
national language, we must beware, when registrating syntactical phenomena,
of not introducing elements into it alien to its structure. For example in the
archaic dialect of eastern Moravia protoze is not a causative conjunction, though
it has its place in the language of the younger generation of villagers; instead
of it there is the traditional conjunction ze, which — similar to Old Czech —
introduces both substantival and causative clauses (vjefte, ze mito uticMo; hospodu
nalicili cervenu barvti, ze sa tu staly mordy). True enough the first conjunction
shows an average frequency in the language of the village; this, however, does
not necessarily warrant the conclusion that it constitutes a systemic element
of the dialectal syntax. We could quote more examples like that: ne enom is only
a phonetic variant of the standard nejen in comparative sentences; the con-
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junction aSJcoli fairly often occurs instead of the dialectal tfeba or jak; the type
nds staficek $el often occurs instead of the traditional "plural of respect" naSi
staficek Sli; common Czech phrases oust dialectal innovations (of course, formed
in accordance with the old laws of sentence formation) zebralo sa srnetana and
tarn bylo aj trafika.
What is then the criterion by which we may decide that one syntactical pheno
menon is in accordance with the system, whereas another though synonymous
to it is not? The most important criterion is the possibility to explain the pheno
menon from the nature of the dialectal structure. For example both the type
zebralo sa smetana and the type tarn byh aj trafika are in agreement with an older
way of expression, which did not require the verbal predicate to be in formal
concord with the subject, because the latter was either not known or not to be
named (cf., e. g., numerous dialectal sentences with an indefinite neutral subject,
e. g. even the sentence aj ty kosti hofelo). Further the use of the adversative
conjunction nez is in connection with the archaic character of our dialect. (In
the case of these two constructions as well as in the case of the adversative con
junction nez, their synonyms have found their way into the system, but this
need not be always necessarily so.) By maintaining the traditional system only
in the language of the oldest generation there arise generational differences;
it follows that in determining the systemic character of dialectal phenomena the
generational criterion does not rank first, although it is of considerable use to the
dialectologist: such are usually the systemic variants'employed by older speakers.
Another criterion, viz. the frequency of the phenomenon, can prove useful only
in very distinct numerical proportions: e. g., it is only possible to record ah isolated
occurence of the adversative lec, but it is impossible to draw any conclusion
from it. But on the other hand even isolated cases can complete our description
of the syntactical system (e. g. the isolated occurence of the conjunction co in
a declarative substantival sentence: naSi nepamatujti, co by tu kozuMig byl;
it may only be due to an individual contamination with final clauses, in which
the conjunction co and the conditional with a- are to be found together; it may
be a current type, which just by chance has not been recorded more often).
3. The study of the collected material should lead us to a critical evaluation
of the existing views. For instance, the assertion that even dialectal word-order
reflects the contextual structure of the sentence is definitely not quite free from
doubt. It should be borne in mind that the contextual structure is brought about
by the phonic means of the spoken language, especially by a rise in intonation.
The most important expression in the sentence, the "nucleus" of the given
communication, has not such a fixed place in the sentence. It will be approxi
mately as often at the end of the sentence (toz na sfiidani prvM defo sa fikly
vdole6ky), as in the middle (mivaly zeliny baby), or at the beginning of it
(even in utterances lacking emotional colouring: v bahnoch to rddo je). If the
communicative nucleus in an emotionally neutral sentence can show different
positions, the word-order cannot be a suitable means of the contextual structure
of the sentence.
The dialectal word-order represents another feature typical of dialectal syntax;
we have in mind the additional arrangement of sentence members. The
speaker tries to state the most important part of the sentence at the very be
ginning and the rest of the sentence is only added somehow; this tendency be
comes manifest partly by shifting the communicative nucleus towards the
beginning of the sentence, partly by relegating the formal parts of the sentence
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towards the end (on pokluzd fsecko si), partly by putting the congruent (un
stressed) attribute after the noun / / tychto mlynoch obycajnych sa mlevdvalo).
In the last case the speaker utters the important sentence member first, addi
tionally expanding it only. The additional arrangement of the sentence mem
bers originates undoubtedly in the fact that the speakers of the dialect are not
aware of the perspective of their sentences, forming them merely ad hoc in the
very act of their speech. This is by far not such a conscious sentence-forming
process as would be observed with written sentences.
4. It is also necessary to avoid such a simplifying interpretation of dialectal
structure, as would come from the overvaluation of the superficial cases of cor
respondence between the dialect and the standard language. In spite of all the
seeming correspondence, e.g., there is a substantial difference between the
infinitive constructions of a dialect and those of the standard language. The noun
in the dialectal sentence nepfeju mu staroby dockat functions as object and the
infinitive as referential qualification of the noun; in a corresponding standard
sentence, on the other hand, the infinitive is the object of the predicative verb.
Why is that so? The grammatical principle of word-order, by which we under
stand the tendency to place certain sentence members in fixed positions, pre
serves in the dialect concerned the remnants of old sentence structure. Stand
ing at the end, the infinitive reflects its original referential or final function.
In an overwhelming majority of cases the infinitive — an independent substantival
sentence originally — takes up the end of the sentence, not occuring immediately
after the finite form of the verb, as it is the rule with Standard Czech (cf. dysi
sa im chtelo vody pit with the standard kdysi se jim chtelo pit vody); as a result
of the original independence of the infinitive, the particles sa, si dependent on it
are most often placed after the infinitive (pride tu negdy postezovat sa); the infi
nitive is often separated from the noun it qualifies by a short pause (idu vid°im
s taskama naktipit). This all leads up to the conclusion that the infinitive of
East-Moravian dialects is a semisentence construction, which performs the
function of an adverbial element of purpose or reference.
One must be extremely careful when interpreting the interrelations of clauses
in asyndetic complex sentences. The question arises whether we have to do here
with co-ordinate or subordinate sentences, or with sentences that are logically
subordinate, but co-ordinate in form (e. g., the substantival complex sentence
ukazovali, potte pocut, the conditional complex sentence with the copulative a — rnoM,
a da]!, the concessive complex sentence with the copulative a — styry roky byl na
itdlskem boiSci, a neumfeTj.
The semantic relation between the sentences is sometimes determined by
words of adverbial character (Sak teprii lehl a uz md sny?), sometimes by
a syntactic pattern (u telefonu jedno slovo vyrtechat, byla kulka), in some cases,
however, only by the verbal context (the complex sentence ten lensky cas stratUa,
vyvalilo sa i do tej nohy can be temporal, resultative, or causative), or even merely
by the situational context (hen tain mezi horama, toho nevidet!, which in Standard
Czech would mean ,,je tarn, mezi horami, neni to totiz videt"). It is just because
it is often impossible to determine the semantic relation between the clausal
members of a complex sentence without the knowledge of the context that we
can look for the contradiction between the old form and the new content it is
to carry. In this point the,dialect differs from the standard language, which
either has disposed of the contradiction or is about to do away with it. Of course,
this contradiction was not so obvious in the past. It should be remembered that
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the dialectal utterances were mostly original expressions of the situation,
being closely and immediately linked up with it. Sentences were gradually put
one after the other, and the expression of their interrelations was not so important
as the actual reaction to the changing situation. The dialect speaker did not
conceive his sentences as complex at first, but placed one sentence after the other
as the thoughts kept on occurring to him. Thus the simple linguistic form was
a reflection of primitive thinking, often consisting- of mere associations. It has,
however, survived down to the present day, when it has come to convey a new
meaning, i. e. subordination.
5. It is possible to follow two ways in treating the collected syntactic material.
We shall stress either the historic aspect or the synchronic view. In either case we
may proceed either statically — i. e. to establish a sort of "cross-section" of the
given linguistic stage —, or dynamically — i. e. to interpret the development of
the given linguistic structure. A few words should be added with regard to dialecto-

The historical investigation into dialectal syntax is rendered very difficult
by the fact that no written monuments have been preserved. Even those
that may be of good use in phonetic and morphological researches can fail us on
the syntactic level because of their literary character. But a too great emphasis
laid on dialectal literary monuments contradicts the view that a dialect is, and
in its history has always been, above all one of the spoken forms of the national
language. Last but not least there is another reason, for which the historical
approach should not be overestimated: a't a time, when folk dialects are quickly
dying out due to economic and political circumstances, we have first of all to
focus our attention on the "language as it is spoken at the moment", not on the
language of literary monuments and written records in general.
If we adopt the synchronic method, a statical interpretation of the dialectal
material deprives us of the possibility to determine the relation of the dialect to
the development of the national language as a whole, although the present
form of the dialect corresponds to various, stages of the national language at
different periods of its development. In the same way the statical method pre
vents us from distinguishing various historical layers of development in the present
dialectal structure, which have merged into one structural unity of today. Thus
the long historical development of lie (originally an interjection, now a conjuction)
seems to be reflected in the present stage of the dialect, where the change of the
interjectional conception (still preserved in the confirmative ze: ze ho nenajdeSl)
into the adverbial (ze means pry, e. g. a toz ze pfiSel tady do Kostelca, ze afii jednoho
vlasa nemje'l na sobje sucMko, ze tak se velice potekdl) or into/the conjuctiona
(nesla piisadu, ze bude zitra sadit — in Standard Czech „aby sdzela") has been
completed c* is perhaps in progress only just now.
The statical analysis of the present state of the dialectal syntax, however,
is of some importance too. The analysis of those cases should not be omitted,
in which e. g., the sentences break off without a formal close (aposiopesis); further
attention should be paid to various anacolutha, repetition of sentence parts, the
violation of formal concord between subject and predicate, the completion or
even the substitution of linguistic means of communication by means of gestures
and gesticulation eto. All similar statements, however clever their generalization
may be, are not typical of dialectal syntax, i. e. of one of the geographically
limited forms of the national language, but they may be deduced from the study
of the spoken language in general, from the study of the colloquial style of the stan-
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dard language. — On the whole, it is still true that a statical description of some
dialect is not the last aim of dialectological work.
The most intricate structural interdependences may be elucidated by means
of the dynamic conception of dialectal syntax. The present stage is regarded
as the result of a long historical development and as a germinal stage of the
development to follow. This approach interprets dialectal syntax as a specific
part of the syntax of the national language. It makes it possible to distinguish
between components of various linguistic structures as they may be observed in
the average form with the average village speakers. It allows to draw historical
conclusions from synchronical observation.
6. Mention should also be made of the stylistic analysis of dialectal texts.
At the present state of knowledge it seems to be premature to devote detailed
attention to the problems of dialectal stylistic. It is well known that the stylistic
problems of the standard language could be taken up only after a thorough know
ledge of grammar has been acquired. It is, however, possible to say already today
that beside the unmarked colloquial style there is only one marked style in the
dialect, i. e. that of narration. The dialect has only one specific style-forming layer
and it employs it only in narration.
Cf., e. g.: ie to denote another person's narrative: fdilej, ie sa ohlidne, gdo ide, chlab oSkubany,
ie tag z fieho cdry vissely, d toi on ie si pravil...; the linking up, of sentences by means of a (in
fact, we can hardly speak here of expressing some co-ordinate relation but only of a chrono
logical link-up of actions): ide, ide a ie (= St. Cz. prp) dvd chlapci skdtu a Sale de sa nabrali;
lexical repetition occurring in complex sentences of the type toi jak sd, pfii&, do mjesta; com
parative sentences of the type udelalo sa ich modz jag dy$ stfell; the use of situationally primary
utterances in indirect speech without introductory means: nechtU tarn lezat, jd pry pujdu
ddm, ale jeiiS mdrja, vy mosite byd velice tvrd^; the use of the so-called inserted sentences:
sem zavoldl — Sag ui je mrivy — bratranca, taki je tesaf; the use of nominal sentences in
descriptions: tot, jag ulekali, talcd stvdinka, a Hi tarn chytad jeie; the repetition of sentences
and sentence parts in emotionally coloured utterances: stard hutala, hutala; the use of the
present tense to express past actions: byvalo, ie tam jakihosi otsudili, co nini vinen.

There does not exist any other higher stylistic layer in the dialect, for the speak
ers are able to substitute it by resorting to the communicative means of an
interdialect or to those of the standard language. The functions of the higher
stylistic layers are consequently taken over by higher forms of the national
language. This is especially obvious in the use of hypercorrect standard forms in
cases, in which the dialect speakers — not mastering the standard language well
enough — want "to adapt" themselves to the visitor from the town (cf., e. g.,
the East-Moravian hypercorrect vetcko with the standard vajicko and the dialectal
vaicko, according to the standard vejee; the adversative gdeSto in dialectal utter
ances — considered as definitely bookish in the standard language; etc.).
7. What about the technique of dialectal syntax investigation? A necessary
presupposition of a successful collection of syntactic material is a safe and tho
rough knowledge of the analysed dialect. The scholar can proceed with the
analysis of syntactical phenomena only after he has mastered the phonetics and
morphology of the dialect; otherwise he could not focus his attention on syntax.
Let us consider to what extent it is possible to investigate into syntax by means
of old and tried dialectological methods. A dialectal questionnaire is a reliable
guide in recording phonic and morphological phenomena, but is not of much use
in ascertaining syntactical phenomena. E . g., there are great difficulties when
trying to create a situation in which the speaker would use the archaic form of
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the 3rd person sg. in a sentence with a general subject: napravo ide IceFsetinu
(in Standard Czech napravo se jde 1c Vsetinu); and yet the occurence of this
form is by no means rare in the language of the older generation, let alone that
its very existence offers a valuable clue to the knowledge of the history of the
language. Similarly, it is difficult to make the speaker use an imperative, an
optative, a conditional, or an interrogative sentence. Even if he obliges, he is
almost sure to use a type corresponding to one of the standard language.
In our opinion the most suitable form of collecting syntactical material is to
register the answers or even the questions of the informant (or of those of his
domestic environment) in a current talk with the investigator. In this way it is
possible to gain the most valuable answers (cf., e. g., nominal sentences in reply
to the questions: „A ted°tu zijete u syna?" cera; „A tu je dobfe, ze ano?" zdravy
vzduch!). It is not even necessary to avoid an uninterrupted narration. Without
the analysis of such narration we could not establish the typical feature of the
dialectal utterances, i. e. the expression of subordinate relations by means of
co-ordinate form (e. g. a resultative relation: zacali ktifit, to§ cagany mohl na to
vjeSat; a causal relation: oHi znaju spas, sah chodija po svjete a znaju ludi; cf
above).
The opinion can often be heard that it is impossible to characterize syntax
thoroughly without the help of a tape-recorder. The latter is a welcome help in
syntactical analysis but not an indispensable one. It is not the exact wording of
the dialectal sentences that matters, but rather the sentence types, the
sentence patterns. It is evident that the unessential need not be recorded.
3

8. By way of conclusion we may offer the following summary of our views:
the study of dialectal syntax will promote:
a) the knowledge of the historical development of the language in that it
discovers such archaisms in the living language, as otherwise would have been
preserved only in old literary monuments;
b) the knowledge of the historical development, of the language in that, by
studying a present day dialect (i. e. a spoken linguistic formation), it discovers
parallels to the sentence-forming process, which had occurred before the written
language began to unfold;
c) the knowledge of the present state of language in that it provides valuable
material concerning the relation between language and thought;
d) the knowledge of the present state of the national language in that it ex
plains its syntax in its local modifications and, at the same time, in that it records
even such changes as the syntax of a present day dialect is subject to under the
pressure of the standard language.

A Note

The examples we quote were collected in the course of an investigation into dialectal
syntactic features carried out in 190 villages in eastern Moravia. The syntax of these dialects
is more fully treated in our study Stavba vlty a souviti v archaicktfch ndfeiieh vtfchodomorav
slcijch (On the Structure of Simple and Complex Sentences in the Archaic Dialects of Eastern
Moravia) which is going to be published in the collection of papers offered to the academician
Fr. Travnicek in honour of his 70th birthday. For further references to the literature of the
problems concerned see there. The following is an exact phonetic transcription of a dialectal
specimen registered by tape-recorder.
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SPECIMEN

Mr K . Horsak, aged 91, of Kasava, District Gottwaldov, eastern Moravia,
gives an account of how people used to live.
To nejsii fcilej case. Fcil sii zlate case! Vafilo sa kafe enom v najveci svatky.
No sag jak sem byl doma. Esce ogarec. Marhenka mi vafili to kafe, bylo to na
konciny. A vara to kafe, toz jako — nebylo sporheltu a jakychsi kramu, jak fcilej.
Na o'hnsci to vafili. E takovem dlhem hrnci ka'mennem. A toz us to nesii s tej
kuchyne a nesa hnap na zem. Kafe sa vyvalilo. A toz my deti! Plakaly a plakaly.
Mamenka povidajii, neplacte deii. Esce mam mleko, esce uvafim vam kafe.
No toz nas tym ukrotili a my to oblizovali na tej zemi. Pane, to byly easy! A to
nebylo enom v nasem dome, ta bida. Ta bida byla ve vsem, ve vsech chalupach.
Ve vsech, aj u sedlaku.
Donesl sa skopeg do izby. Z vodii. A takovy byl svicen, co bylotakovevidliCky,
tarn sa strcilo svetidlo a tym sa svitilo. Inaci svetla nebylo. A jeden mosel u toho
stat a opravjat to — a dymu! To zme sa aj nevideli. A rano, dyz zakaslal, takovy
kasel, jag dyby uhle" vyplul! Takova, pane byla — nesnaza. A miij otec to delal
f kazdej charade jakofka. Striihali ty svetidla.

POZNAlIKY K STUDIU

N Aft E C N I S Y 1 V T A X E

1. Ceska dialektologie venuje nynf zvysenou pozornost otazkam syntaxe. Prohloubene
poznani nafecni syntaxe pak vyvolava fadu dulezitych otazek teoretickychj ktere je tfeba
neodkladne resit. Jde totiz o to, aby byla i ve vykladech syntaktickych dokonale postizena
struktura nafeci, nebot jinak by se skladba stala vice mene nahodnym ,,soupisem" vet.
2. V ,,jazykovem pnimeru" vesnice se vyskytuji jako synonyma (tfeba i syntakticka)
prvky tradicniho lokalniho nafeci vedle prvku interdialektickych a spisovnych. Z Seho
usuzujeme na to, ze ten nebo onen jev patfi k systemu starobyleho lokalniho nafeci ?
NejdulezitejSim kriteriem je tu moznost vysvetlit jev z celkove povahy nafecni struktury,
moznost urcit souvislost jevu s jinymi, nepochybnymi jevy strukturnimi. Jina kriteria (genera8ni diferenciace, frekvence jevu atp.) jsou druhotna.
3. Je nutno vyhnout se zjednodusujicimu posuzovani nafecni syntaxe podle skladby spisovneho jazyka. Tak na pf. nafecni slo vosled neni jen vyrazem obsahoveho (kontextoveho)
cleneni vfity, nybrz pfedevsim additivniho pfipojovani vfitnych clenu. V nafeci nejde totiz
ani zdaleka o tak uvedomely vStotvorny proces, jaky je charakteristicky pro jazykovy projev
spisovny, zvlaste pak psany.
4. Nelze pfecenovat povrchni shody nafeci se spisovnym jazykem. Tak na pf. pfes vsechnu
zdanlivou shodu je podstatny rozdil mezi infinitivnimi vazbami vychodomoravskych nafeci
a jejich spisovnymi obdobami. V nafecni vfitS nepfeju mu starchy doikat je jmeno pfedmetem
a infinitiv zfetelovym urcenim jmena, kdezto ve spisovne ceStine je infinitiv v obdobne vgtS
pfedmStem pfisudkoveho slovesa.
5. Jak mame k zkoumani nafecni syntaxe pfistupovat? Nejslozitfijgi strukturni zavislosti
nam muze objasnit jen dynamicke pojeti nafecni syntaxe. Hodnoti soucasny stav jako
vysledek dlouheho historickeho vyvoje a jako zarodecne stadium vyvoje budouciho. Vidi
v nafecni skladbS osobitou soucast skladby narodniho jazyka. Umozfiuje nam rozeznavat
v jazykovem pnimeru vesnice slozky ruznych jazykovych struktur. Muze vyvozovat historicke zavfiry ze studia synchronniho.
6. Dnes je jeste pfedcasne propracovivat podrobnfi nAfedni stylistiku. Je vsakuz mozno
fici, ze vedle nepfiznakoveho stylu rozhovoroveho ma nafeci jen jeden styl pfiznakovy, totiz
vypravovaci. Jedin6 pro vypravovini ma nafefii specifickou slohotvornou vrstvu. Pfestoze
nafeci jinou vysSi styhstickou vrstvu nema, dovede ji dobfe nahradit vyrazovymi prostfedky
interdialektu nebo spisovneho jazyka. Funkci vySSich slohovych vrstev tak pfebfraji vySSi
utvary narodniho jazyka.
7. Pokud b&ii o technicke zpracovani nafefini skladby, lze slySet nezfidka n4zor, ze ji;
neni mozno dokonale postihnout bez pomoci magnetofonu. Tento pfistroj je opravdu vitanym
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pomocnikem pro zkoumani syntakticka, avsak neni nepostradatelny. Pfi hlubokem proniknuti do struktury dialektu neni pfece tfeba zapisovat nafefini vety, nybri stafii zachycovat
vgtne typy, vetna schemata. Co je nepodstatne, miiie byt pfi zaznamenavani vynechavano.

3AM ETKII K H 3 y H E H H K )

CHHTAKCHCA HAPO^HblX

TOBOPOB

B HacTOHmee BpeMH l e i u c n a H A H a j i e K T o n o r H H o6pamaeT oco6oe BHtmamie Ha BOn p o c u C H H T a K C H c a . 3TO npoHcxoflHT OTTOTO, ITO H3yieHHe c H H T a K c n c a HapoflHhix r o B O pOB npHHOCHT H3bIK03HaHHK) MHOrOCTOpOHHK)K> nojn>3y:
a) c n o c o O c T B y e T n y m i e M y y c B o e m i i o n c r o p i i q e c K o r o pa3BHTHH H3biKa, o 6 H a p y n « H Bafl B WHBOM H3HKe a p X a H 3 M H , KOTOpbie OCTaJIHCb TOJIBKO B flpeBHHX nHCbMeHHHX
naMHTHHKax. H 3 y i e H H e C H H T a K C H c a HapoAHtix roBopoB yKa3HBaeT napajiuejm B npon;ecce o6pa30BaHHH n p e f l n o w e H H H B n e p n o n , npefliiiecTByromnH pa3BMTHK> n n c b M e H H o r o
H3biKa;
6) c n o c o 6 c T B y e T jiyiuieMy 3HaHHK>

c o B p e M e H H o r o COCTOHHHH H3HKa, npeflocTaBjiHH
i i e H H H H M a T e p a a n K a c a r o m n f i c H B3aHMooTHoineHHH H3BiKa H MbiuiJieHHH. CHHTSKCHC
HanHOHanbHoro H 3 U K a H3JiaraeTCH n p n TEKOM H 3 y i e H H H B ero MBCTHMX pa3HOBHjjHOCTHX, B l U U O i a f l , OflHOBpeMeHHO, H Te H3MGHGHHH, KOTOpHM B HaCTOHmee BpeMH IlOfl*jHHHeTCH nofl flaBireHHeM n m e p a T y p H o r o H3biKa CHHTaKcHc HapoflHMX r o B o p o B .

